Abstract-This paper introduces a new method for inverse reinforcement learning in large-scale and high-dimensional state spaces. To avoid solving the computationally expensive reinforcement learning problems in reward learning, we propose a function approximation method to ensure that the Bellman Optimality Equation always holds, and then estimate a function to maximize the likelihood of the observed motion. The time complexity of the proposed method is linearly proportional to the cardinality of the action set, thus it can handle large state spaces efficiently. We test the proposed method in a simulated environment, and show that it is more accurate than existing methods and significantly better in scalability. We also show that the proposed method can extend many existing methods to high-dimensional state spaces. We then apply the method to evaluating the effect of rehabilitative stimulations on patients with spinal cord injuries based on the observed patient motions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Approximately 350,000 Americans suffer from serious spinal cord injuries (SCI), resulting in loss of some voluntary motion control. Recently, epidural and transcutaneous spinal stimulation have proven to be promising methods for regaining motor function. To find the optimal stimulation signal, it is necessary to quantitatively measure the effects of different stimulations on a patient. Since motor function is our concern, we mainly study the effects of stimulations on patient motion, represented by a sequence of poses captured by motion sensors. One typical experiment setting is shown in Figure 1 , where a patient moves to follow a physician's instructions, and a sensor records the patient's center-of-pressure (COP) continuously. This study will assist our design of stimulating signals, as well as advancing the understanding of patient motion with spinal cord injuries.
We assume the stimulating signals will alter the patient's initial preferences over poses, determined by body weight distribution, spinal cord injuries, gravity, etc., and an accurate estimation of the preference changes will reveal the effect of spinal stimulations on spinal cord injuries, as other factors are assumed to be invariant to the stimulations. To estimate the patient's preferences over different poses, the most straightforward approach is counting the pose visiting frequencies from the motion, assuming that the preferred poses are more likely to be visited. However, the patient may visit an undesired pose to follow the instructions or to change into a subsequent preferred poses, making preference estimation inaccurate without regarding the context. Figure 1a , the patient sits on a sensing device, and then moves to follow the instructed directions in Figure 1b . Figure  1c shows the patient's center-of-pressure (COP) during the movements.
In this work, we formulate the patient's motion as a Markov Decision Process, where each state represents a pose, and its reward value encodes all the immediate factors motivating the patient to visit this state, including the pose preferences and the physician's instructions. With this formulation, we adopt inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) algorithms to estimate the reward value of each state from the observed motion of the patient.
Existing solutions of the IRL problem mainly work on small-scale problems, by collecting a set of observations for reward estimation and using the estimated reward afterwards. For example, the methods in [1] , [2] , [3] estimate the agent's policy from a set of observations, and estimate a reward function that leads to the policy. The method in [4] collects a set of trajectories of the agent, and estimates a reward function that maximizes the likelihood of the trajectories.
However, the state space of human motion is huge for nontrivial analysis, and these methods cannot handle it well due to the reinforcement learning problem in each iteration of reward estimation. Several methods [5] , [6] solve the problem by approximating the reinforcement learning step, at the expense of a theoretically sub-optimal solution.
The problem can be simplified under the condition that the transition model and the action set remain unchanged for the subject, thus each reward function leads to a unique optimal value function. Based on this assumption, we propose a function approximation method that learns the reward function and the optimal value function, but without the computationally expensive reinforcement learning steps, thus it can be scaled to a large state space. We find that this framework can also extend many existing methods to highdimensional state spaces.
The paper is organized as follows. We review existing work on inverse reinforcement learning in Section II, and formulate the function approximation inverse reinforcement learning method in large state spaces in III. A simulated experiment and a clinical experiment are shown in Section IV, with conclusions in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
The idea of inverse optimal control is proposed by Kalman [7] , white the inverse reinforcement learning problem is firstly formulated in [1] , where the agent observes the states resulting from an assumingly optimal policy, and tries to learn a reward function that makes the policy better than all alternatives. Since the goal can be achieved by multiple reward functions, this paper tries to find one that maximizes the difference between the observed policy and the second best policy. This idea is extended by [8] , in the name of max-margin learning for inverse optimal control. Another extension is proposed in [2] , where the purpose is not to recover the real reward function, but to find a reward function that leads to a policy equivalent to the observed one, measured by the amount of rewards collected by following that policy.
Since a motion policy may be difficult to estimate from observations, a behavior-based method is proposed in [4] , which models the distribution of behaviors as a maximumentropy model on the amount of reward collected from each behavior. This model has many applications and extensions. For example, [9] considers a sequence of changing reward functions instead of a single reward function. [10] and [5] consider complex reward functions, instead of linear one, and use Gaussian process and neural networks, respectively, to model the reward function. [11] considers complex environments, instead of a well-observed Markov Decision Process, and combines partially observed Markov Decision Process with reward learning. [12] models the behaviors based on the local optimality of a behavior, instead of the summation of rewards. [13] uses a multi-layer neural network to represent nonlinear reward functions.
Another method is proposed in [14] , which models the probability of a behavior as the product of each state-action's probability, and learns the reward function via maximum a posteriori estimation. However, due to the complex relation between the reward function and the behavior distribution, the author uses computationally expensive Monte-Carlo methods to sample the distribution. This work is extended by [3] , which uses sub-gradient methods to simplify the problem. Another extensions is shown in [15] , which tries to find a reward function that matches the observed behavior. For motions involving multiple tasks and varying reward functions, methods are developed in [16] and [17] , which try to learn multiple reward functions.
Most of these methods need to solve a reinforcement learning problem in each step of reward learning, thus practical large-scale application is computationally infeasible. Several methods are applicable to large-scale applications. The method in [1] uses a linear approximation of the value function, but it requires a set of manually defined basis functions. The methods in [5] , [6] update the reward function parameter by minimizing the relative entropy between the observed trajectories and a set of sampled trajectories based on the reward function, but they require a set of manually segmented trajectories of human motion, where the choice of trajectory length will affect the result. Besides, these methods solve large-scale problems by approximating the Bellman Optimality Equation, thus the learned reward function and Q function are only approximately optimal. We propose an approximation method that guarantees the optimality of the learned functions as well as the scalability to large state space problems.
III. FUNCTION APPROXIMATION INVERSE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

A. Markov Decision Process
A Markov Decision Process is described with the following variables:
• S = {s}, a set of states • A = {a}, a set of actions • P a ss ′ , a state transition function that defines the probability that state s becomes s ′ after action a.
• R = {r(s)}, a reward function that defines the immediate reward of state s.
• γ, a discount factor that ensures the convergence of the MDP over an infinite horizon.
A motion can be represented as a sequence of state-action pairs:
where N ζ denotes the length of the motion, varying in different observations. Given the observed sequence, inverse reinforcement learning algorithms try to recover a reward function that explains the motion. One key problem is how to model the action in each state, or the policy, π(s) ∈ A, a mapping from states to actions. This problem can be handled by reinforcement learning algorithms, by introducing the value function V (s) and the Q-function Q(s, a), described by the Bellman Equation [18] :
where V π and Q π define the value function and the Qfunction under a policy π.
For an optimal policy π * , the value function and the Q-function should be maximized on every state. This is described by the Bellman Optimality Equation [18] :
In typical inverse reinforcement learning algorithms, the Bellman Optimality Equation needs to be solved once for each parameter updating of the reward function, thus it is computationally infeasible when the state space is large. While several existing approaches solve the problem at the expense of the optimality, we propose an approximation method to avoid the problem.
B. Function Approximation Framework
Given the set of actions and the transition probability, a reward function leads to a unique optimal value function. To learn the reward function from the observed motion, instead of directly learning the reward function, we use a parameterized function, named as VR function, to represent the summation of the reward function and the discounted optimal value function:
where θ denotes the parameter of VR function. The function value of a state is named as VR value. Substituting Equation (5) into Bellman Optimality Equation, the optimal Q function is given as:
the optimal value function is given as:
and the reward function can be computed as:
This approximation method is related to value function approximation method in reinforcement learning, but the proposed method can compute the reward function without solving a set of linear equations in stochastic environments.
Note that this formulation can be generalized to other extensions of Bellman Optimality Equation by replacing the max operator with other types of Bellman backup operators. For example, V * (s) = log a∈A exp Q * (s, a) is used in the maximum-entropy method [4] ; V * (s) = 1 k log a∈A exp k * Q * (s, a) is used in Bellman Gradient Iteration [19] .
For any VR function f and any parameter θ , the optimal Q function Q * (s, a), optimal value function V * (s), and reward function r(s) constructed with Equation (6), (7), and (8) always meet the Bellman Optimality Equation. Under this condition, we try to recover a parameterized function f (s, θ ) that best explains the observed motion ζ based on a predefined motion model.
Combined with different Bellman backup operators, this formulation can extend many existing methods to highdimensional spaces, like the motion model based on the value function in [20] 
, and the Q function in [14] . The main limitation is the assumption of a known transition model P a ss ′ , but it only requires a partial model on the experienced states rather than a full environment model, and it can be learned independently in an unsupervised way.
To demonstrate the usage of the framework, this work chooses max as the Bellman backup operator and a motion model p(a|s) based on the optimal Q function Q * (s, a) [14] :
where b is a parameter controlling the degree of confidence in the agent's ability to choose actions based on Q values. In the remaining sections, we use Q(s, a) to denote the optimal Q values for simplified notations.
C. Function Approximation with Neural Network
Assuming the approximation function is a neural network, the parameter θ = {w, b}-weights and biases-in Equation (5) can be estimated from the observed sequence of state-action pairs ζ via maximum-likelihood estimation:
where the log-likelihood of P(ζ |θ ) is given by: (11) and the gradient of the log-likelihood is given by: With a differentiable approximation function, (13) where ∇ θ f (s ′ , θ ) denotes the gradient of the neural network output with respect to neural network parameter θ = {w, b}.
If the VR function f (s, θ ) is linear, the objective function in Equation (11) is concave, and a global optimum exists. However, a multi-layer neural network works better to handle the non-linearity in approximation and the high-dimensional state space data.
A gradient ascent method can be used to learn the parameter θ :
where α is the learning rate.
When the method converges, we can compute the optimal Q function, the optimal value function, and the reward function based on Equation (5), (6) , (7), and (8). The algorithm under a neural network-based approximation function is shown in Algorithm 1.
This method does not involve solving the MDP problem for each updated parameter θ , and large-scale state spaces can be easily handled by an approximation function based on a deep neural network.
D. Function Approximation with Gaussian Process
Assuming the VR function f is a Gaussian process (GP) parameterized by θ , the posterior distribution is similar to the distribution in [10] :
where S u denotes a set of supporting states for sparse Gaussian approximation [21] , f u denotes the VR values of S u , f S denotes the VR values of the whole set of states, and θ denotes the parameter of the Gaussian process. Without a closed-form integration, we use the mean function of the Gaussian posterior as the VR value:
wheref S denotes the mean function. Given a kernel function k(x i , x j , θ ), the log-likelihood function is given as:
where K denotes the covariance matrix computed with the kernel function,f (s) = K T (21) is the kernel parameter prior.
The parameters θ , f u can be similarly learned with gradient methods. It has similar properties with neural net-based approach, and the full algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We use a simulated environment to compare the proposed methods with existing methods and demonstrate the accuracy and scalability of the proposed solution, then we show how the function approximation framework can extend existing methods to large state spaces. In the end, we apply the proposed method to a clinical application.
A. Simulated Environment
The simulated environment is an objectworld mdp [10] . It is a N * N grid, but with a set of objects randomly placed on the grid. Each object has an inner color and an outer color, selected from a set of possible colors, C. The reward of a state is positive if it is within 3 cells of outer color C1 and 2 cells of outer color C2, negative if it is within 3 cells of outer color C1, and zero otherwise. Other colors are irrelevant to the ground truth reward. One example of the reward values is shown in Figure 2 . In this work, we place two random objects on a 5 * 5 grid, and the feature of a state describes its discrete distance to each inter color and outer color in C.
We evaluate the proposed method in three aspects. First, we compare its accuracy in reward learning with other methods. We generate different sets of trajectory samples, and implement the maximum-entropy method in [4] , deep inverse reinforcement learning method in [13] , and Bellman Gradient Iteration approaches [19] . The VR function based on a neural network has five-layers, where the number of nodes in the first four layers equals to the feature dimensions, and the last layer outputs a single value as the summation of the reward and the optimal value. The VR function based on a Gaussian process uses an automatic relevance detection (ARD) kernel [22] and an uninformed prior, and the supporting points are randomly picked. The accuracy is defined as the correlation coefficient between the ground truth reward value and the learned reward value.
The result is shown in Figure 3 . The accuracy is not monotonously increasing as the number of sample grows. The reason is that a function approximator based on a large neural network will overfit the observed trajectory, which may not reflect the true reward function perfectly. During reward learning, we observe that as the loglikelihood increases, the accuracy of the updated reward function reaches the maximum after a certain number of iterations, "maxent" denotes maximum entropy method; "deep maxent" denotes the deep inverse reinforcement learning approach, "pnorm irl" and "gsoft irl" denote Bellman Gradient Iteration method; "fairl with nn" denotes the function approximation inverse reinforcement learning with a neural network; "fairl with gp" denotes the function approximation inverse reinforcement learning with a Gaussian process. and then decreases to a stable value. A possible solution to this problem is early-stopping during reward learning. For a function approximator with Gaussian process, the supporting set is important, although an universal solution is unavailable.
Second, we evaluate the scalability of the proposed method. Since all these methods involve gradient method, we choose different numbers of states, ranging from 25 to 9025, and compute the time for one iteration of gradient ascent under each state size with each method. "Maxent" and "BGI" are implemented with a mix of Python and C programming language; "DeepMaxent" is implemented with Theano, and "FAIRL" is implemented with Tensorflow. They all have C programming language in the backend and Python in the forend.
The result is shown in Table I . Even though the compu- Fig. 4 : Reward learning accuracy of existing methods in large state spaces: "LogSumExp", "Max", "PNorm", and "GSoft" are the Bellman backup operators; "Reward" and "QValues" are the types of motion models; different combinations of extended methods are plotted. The accuracy is measured as the correlation between the ground truth and the recovered reward.
tation time may be affected by different implementations, it still shows that the proposed method is significantly better than the alternatives in scalability, and in practice, it can be further improved by paralleling the computation of the reward function, the value function, and the Q function from the function approximator. Besides, the Gaussian processbased method requires more time than the neural net, because of the matrix inverse operations.
Third, we demonstrate how the proposed framework extends existing methods to large-scale state spaces. We increase the objectworld to a 80 * 80 grid, with 10 objects in 5 colors, and generate a large sample set with size ranging from 16000 to 128000 at an interval of 16000. Then we show the accuracy and computation time of inverse reinforcement learning with different combinations of Bellman backup operators and motion models. The combinations include LogSumExp as Bellman backup operator with a motion model based on the reward value [4] and three Bellman backup operators (max, pnorm, gso f t) with a motion model based on the Q values. We do not use even larger state spaces because the generation of trajectories from the ground truth reward function requires a computation-intensive and memory-intensive reinforcement learning step in larger state spaces. A three-layer neural network is adopted for function approximation, implemented with Tensorflow on NVIDIA GTX 1080. The training is done with batch sizes 400, learning rate 0.001, and 20 training epochs are ran. The accuracy is shown in Figure 4 . The computation time for one training epoch is shown in Figure 5 .
The results show that the proposed method achieves accuracy and efficiency simultaneously. In practice, multi-start strategy may be adopted to avoid local optimum. 
B. Clinical Experiment
In the clinic, a patient with spinal cord injuries sits on a box, with a force sensor, capturing the center-of-pressure (COP) of the patient during movement. Each experiment is composed of two sessions, one without transcutaneous stimulation and one with stimulation. The electrodes configuration and stimulation signal pattern are manually selected by the clinician.
In each session, the physician gives eight (or four) directions for the patient to follow, including left, forward left, forward, forward right, right, right backward, backward, backward left, and the patient moves continuously to follow the instruction. The physician observes the patient's behaviors and decides the moment to change the instruction.
Six experiments are done, each with two sessions. The COP trajectories in Figure 6 denote the case with four directional instructions; Figure 7 , 8, 9, 10, and 11 denote the sessions with eight directional instructions. The COP sensory data from each session is discretized on a 100×100 grid, which is fine enough to capture the patient's small movements. The problem is formulated into a MDP, where each state captures the patient's discretized location and velocity, and the set of actions changes the velocity into eight possible directions. The velocity is represented with a two-dimensional vector showing eight possible velocity directions. Thus the problem has 80000 states and 8 actions, and the transition model assumes that each action will lead to one state with probability one.
To learn the reward function from the observed trajectories based on the formulated MDP, we use the coordinate and velocity direction of each grid as the feature, and learn the reward function parameter from each set of data. The function approximator is a neural network with three hidden layers and [100, 50, 25] nodes.
We only test the proposed method with a neural-net function approximator, because it will take prohibitive amount of time to learn the reward function with other methods, and the GP approach relies on the set of supporting points.
TABLE II: Evaluation of the learned rewards: "forward" etc. denote the instructed direction; "1u" denote the patient id "1", with "u" denoting unstimulated session and "s" denoting stimulated sessions. The Assuming it takes only 100 iterations to converge, the proposed method takes about one minute while others run for two to four weeks, and in practice, it may take more iterations to converge.
To compare the reward function with and without stimulations, we adopt the same initial parameter during reward function learning, and run both learning process with 10000 iterations with learning rate 0.00001.
Given the learned reward function, we score the patient's recovery with the correlation coefficient between the recovered rewards and the ideal rewards under the clinicians' instructions of the states visited by the patient. The ideal reward for each state is the cosine similarity between the state's velocity vector and the instructed direction.
The result is shown in Table II . It shows that the patient's ability to follow the instructions is affected by the stimulations, but whether it is improved or not varies among different directions. The clinical interpretations will be done by physicians.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work deals with the problem of inverse reinforcement learning in large state spaces, and solves the problem with a function approximation method that avoids solving reinforcement learning problems during reward learning. The simulated experiment shows that the proposed method is more accurate and scalable than existing methods, and can extends existing methods to high-dimensional spaces. A clinical application of the proposed method is presented.
In future work, we will remove the requirement of apriori known transition function by combining an environment model learning process into the function approximation framework.
